virtual training
SOLUTIONS
What does virtual
training look like?
Once you have gone live with your
Electronic Medical Record (EMR), how
do you keep your existing staff aware
of upgrades and changes to the
system? How do you train your new
employees on how to use this system?
How do control the costs that go
along with a full time EMR training
team that may or may not be being
used to their full capacity?

Virtual training could
be the answer for
your organization
Virtual training is a way to
utilize remote trainers and
connect them with their
students where they work.

what might virtual training
look like in your organization?
Inpatient (IP) registered Nurse (RN) trainer is located
at the Admin/IT facility
Newly hired IP RNs are at classrooms located at their respective
facilities in front of computers, with an EMR coach in the room
Emergency Department (ED) RN trainer is located at their
home as it is their work from home day
Newly hired ED RNs are in the same classrooms as the
newly hired IP RNs making full use of the coach and computers
Everyone has their own computer, headset and ideally 2 monitors each
Class begins, coach is on-site to assist with any technical issues
as students log in to their training environment
Students have one screen that shows what the instructor
is doing and one screen with training environment up
and running so they are fingers to keyboards
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why would you want to go virtual?
Virtual training can provide significant cost savings for an organization by providing greater utilization of existing
training staff and/or training facilities or allowing for a smaller staff as well as a reduction in travel costs associated
with attending training. Depending on the content, classes can be accessed remotely for students and delivered
remotely by trainers as the need arises.
If your organization is geographically diverse, students will no longer have to travel for class with a virtual training set
up. They can attend at their primary facility or at home. Virtual trainers can be cross trained to cover multiple areas
of expertise, thereby reducing the number of full-time trainers needed. For upgrades to the system, you can use this
same functionality to deliver information to large groups in many locations, by one single trainer.
Virtual training will streamline the onboarding process and scheduling of training for new hires by having scheduled
classes available. This technology can be used for virtual one-to-one training, which is especially helpful with providers.
When computer training space is limited, with this online training set up you can have more than one class being held
at the same time in the same room.
Once the facilities are equipped with a dedicated training room, this facility can be used for multiple purposes as more
and more computer training is needed for your staff. When virtual training is utilized and centrally managed, tracking
of completion, attendance, and metrics are easier to obtain. Videos training sessions can be used for future access or
review on an as needed basis.

recommended equipment
Classrooms (on-site/multiple roles in one classroom)
• Dual monitors for students
• Computers/keyboards/mouse
• Headphones
Classrooms (on-site/single role per classroom)
• Computers/keyboards/mouse
• Headphones
• Projector/Screen
Remote Students
• Access to training environment
• Laptop/iPad
Trainer
• Access to training environment (remote or on-site)
• Microphone
Software (to present material, provide recordings and interactivity)
• Adobe Connect
• Do It Today™ Learning Network
• WebEx

staff required
Project Manager for Implementation
Program Manager for post implementation
Facilitators/Coaches (used in the classroom)
Trainers

For more information, please visit our website or contact us at: info@thehcigroup.com
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